2022
VACTEA & REGION II ACTE CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 4 - 7, 2022
SHERATON OCEANFRONT HOTEL
3541 ATLANTIC AVE, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23451

Attendee Registration
bit.ly/35NR4JU

Conference Lodging
Sheraton
bit.ly/3CH2c7L
Rate block ends on September 12, 2022

Sponsors/Exhibitors Registration
bit.ly/3MC6MbJ

Overflow Lodging
Hilton
bit.ly/3hOSF4O
Rate block ends on September 6, 2022

Call for Presenters
bit.ly/3pTjYPT

Overflow Lodging
Marriott Courtyard
bit.ly/37aEPYh
Rate block ends on September 15, 2022